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1. A question that has aroused considerable interest and which has

remained unanswered is the following. Is a normal Moore space

metrizable? Both R. H. Bing and F. B. Jones have important results

which go a long way toward answering this question. For example,

Bing has proved that a collectionwise normal Moore space is metriz-

able [l ] while Jones has shown that a separable normal Moore space

is metrizable [2] provided the continuum hypothesis holds true. Al-

though the results given in the present paper fail to answer the ques-

tion at hand, it is shown that certain types of normality and para-

compactness are equivalent in a Moore space, indeed, in more abstract

spaces such as a semimetric topological space.2

2. Complete collectionwise normality. The reader is referred to

R. H. Bing's paper [l] for definitions concerning screenability, col-

lectionwise normality, discrete collections, and related concepts. We

say that a collection G is almost discrete if and only if it is discrete

with respect to G* (the logical sum of the elements of G). Further-

more, a space is completely collectionwise normal if and only if for

each almost discrete collection G of point sets, there is a collection

H of disjoint open sets covering G* such that no element of H inter-

sects two elements of G.

A space is hereditarily collectionwise normal if and only if each sub-

space is collectionwise normal. It is not difficult to show that com-

plete collectionwise normality is equivalent to hereditary collection-

wise normality in a topological space.

A topological space 5 is said to be F,-screenable if and only if for

each open covering G of S, there exists a sequence {Xi} such that

(1) for each i, Xi is a discrete collection of closed point sets each of

which lies in an element of G and (2) E-^«' covers S. There is an

example [5] of a Hausdorff space satisfying the first axiom of count-
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2 A topological space T is said to be a semimetric topological space if and only

if there is denned for T a real valued non-negative distance function d with the follow-

ing properties: (1) d{x, y) =d{y, x), x and y in T, (2) d(x, y) =0 if and only if x—y,

and (3) the topology of T defined by spherical neighborhoods (which may not be

open sets) is equivalent to the given topology of T, i.e., limit points are invariant.
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ability which is collectionwise normal but neither completely col-

lectionwise normal nor F„-screenable.

Using a proof analogous to one given by Bing for Theorem 9 of

[l], the following lemma may be proved.

Lemma 1. A semimetric topological space T is F„-screenable.

Proof. Let a denote a well ordering of an open covering H of T.

For each element h of H, let x(h, i) denote the set of all points p such

that (1) no element of H which contains p precedes h in a and (2)

there exists a 1/f-neighborhood of p (spherical neighborhood, center

p, radius 1/i) which lies in h. Now, let Xi denote the collection of all

such sets x(h, i). It follows that Xt is a discrete collection of sets.

Furthermore, ^,Xi covers T. It follows that T is Fc-screenable.

In the light of the appropriate definitions, a lemma due to Dowker

[3], and the fact that strong screenability is equivalent to paracom-

pactness in a regular topological space [7], it is not difficult to estab-

lish the following.

Lemma 2. A collectionwise normal Fc-screenable topological space is

strongly screenable and paracompact.

In a semimetric space, a closed set is a Gs set. It then follows that

a normal semimetric space is perfectly normal. Note that spherical

neighborhoods in a semimetric topological space need not be open

sets and that a semimetric may not be continuous.

Using a number of known results, we are able to establish equiva-

lence between complete collectionwise normality and paracompactness

in a semimetric space as stated below.

Theorem 1. Suppose that S is a semimetric topological space. Then

a necessary and sufficient condition that S be paracompact is that S be

completely collectionwise normal. Indeed, the following implications

hold true in S: hereditary collectionwise normal—^collectionwise normal

-^paracompact—^hereditary paracompact—^hereditary collectionwise nor-

mal.

Proof. The sufficiency follows by use of the preceding lemmas.

Suppose that S is paracompact. Then 5 is normal and perfectly

normal. Now, a result [2] due to C. H. Dowker yields that S is

hereditarily paracompact. R. H. Bing has shown that a paracompact

topological space is collectionwise normal [l, Theorem 12]. Hence, S

is completely collectionwise normal. The truth of Theorem 1 is evi-

dent.

A developable space [l ] is a semimetric topological space and each
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Moore space [l ] is a regular developable space. Thus, from Theorem

1, it follows that complete collectionwise normality is equivalent to

paracompactness in such spaces.

3. Pointwise paracompactness, separability, and complete collec-

tionwise normality. It seems to remain unknown whether a normal

semimetric topological space S is paracompact. If such a space is

paracompact, then a normal Moore space is metrizable. Jones has

shown [4] that a normal separable Moore space is hereditarily sepa-

rable and metrizable provided the continuum hypothesis holds true.

In Theorem 3, we replace this condition by pointwise paracompact-

ness. Theorem 2 indicates further the similarity of semimetric spaces

to metrizable Moore spaces though not being always metrizable.

Theorem 2. A normal, pointwise paracompact, and separable semi-

metric topological space S is hereditarily separable, completely collection-

wise normal, and paracompact.

The space 5 may fail to have a countable basis [4, Example 3.1].

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that G is an open covering of S.

Since 5 is pointwise paracompact, there exists an open refinement H

of G such that the star of each point p with respect to H is finite,

i.e., the collection of all elements of G which contain p is finite.

Let N = 22pi be a dense countable subset of 5. Since the star of

pi, for each i, w.r.t. H is finite, it follows that there is a countable

open refinement K of G. Hence, 5 has the Lindelof Property. It

follows that 5 is hereditarily separable. A theorem [8] due to Morita

implies that S is paracompact and hence completely collectionwise

normal.

Theorem 3. A normal, separable, and pointwise paracompact Moore

space S is metrizable.

Proof. By Theorem 2, S is paracompact. Now, S is collectionwise

normal by use of Theorem 1 and metrizable by a theorem [l ] due to

Bing.
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